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Imagine a city where housing is affordable, where each home produces 
more energy than it uses, and where people from different class, race, 
and ethnic groups live nearby and enjoy each other’s company. Bikes and 
pedestrians outnumber cars, the air is clean, and sounds of birds and 
children’s voices can be heard. Green spaces are visible from every dwell-
ing. Little is wasted or thrown away. Women, people of color, and 
LGBTQ individuals feel safe, respected, and empowered. Businesses 
make decisions based on their benefit to workers, the public, and the 
environment as well as their own bottom line. Leaders focus on long-
term collective well-being, and everyone collaborates in planning the 
community’s future and undoing the wrongs of the past.

Imagine cities and towns, in other words, that will be sustainable and 
equitable far into the future.1

This vision may seem impossible, a dream so far from today’s reality 
that it is not even worth considering. But something like it will unfold 
eventually, if for no other reason than that if humanity is to continue on 
this planet long term it will have to figure out how to live in such ways. 
Business As Usual (BAU), as we know it from the late twentieth and early 
twenty-first centuries, is unsustainable. The only questions are how soon 
societies can move onto a better path, how much damage they will do in 
the meanwhile, and to what lengths political forces will go to resist change.

This book seeks to take sustainable city discussions to a new level by 
considering the steps needed to truly address the climate crisis, social 
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inequality, racial injustice, dysfunctional democracy, unaffordable hous-
ing, and other contemporary challenges. Past sustainable city books have 
often focused on topics such as green buildings, renewable energy, bike 
and pedestrian planning, and compact land development strategies. 
However, we want to go beyond those to explore more fundamental 
structural changes. Our belief is that it is necessary to reimagine institu-
tional, economic, and political structures—what we call social ecology—
in order to make sustainable communities possible. This reimagining will 
be a creative process, meshing changes in physical form with changes in 
policy, codes, institutions, and power structures, hence our use of the 
term designing in the title.

Our audience for this book includes all those who care about the 
future, so that includes you and everyone you know. Each one of us has 
the capacity to demand change in our own lives and in the systems that 
structure our lives. We have tried to write in a way that will be accessible 
to readers at multiple levels—to academics and professionals who design 
and plan urban areas as well as to students who study them and people 
who live in, work in, and care about them. We include footnotes for read-
ers who want to dig deeper, and anecdotes and examples to help illustrate 
problems and potential solutions. For readers who are in a hurry or who 
want to flip quickly to solutions, we have included a concise table of 
strategies in each chapter. We hope that this mix of approaches will prove 
useful to a wide audience. Our goal is to be constructive and empowering 
rather than depressing and paralyzing, and to challenge readers to reim-
agine and work toward a better world. But that means first thinking 
critically about the structures that have created our current economic, 
political, cultural, and social systems: systems that are deeply in need of 
reimagining.

• • •

The need for dramatic change is urgent. Problems such as global warm-
ing, pollution, social inequality, structural racism, political dysfunction, 
motor vehicle dependency, environmental and climate justice, and loss 
of community bonds between people confront us daily. These are not 
new problems. It has been more than fifty years since the first Earth Day 
demonstrations demanded more ecologically conscious societies in 
1970. It has been about the same length of time since Donella Meadows 
and others pioneered the term sustainable development in their 1972 
book Limits to Growth.2 It has been more than thirty years since James 
Hansen first testified to the US Congress in 1988 about global warming, 
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and since Time magazine ran a “Planet of the Year” cover in 1989 with 
the caption “Endangered Earth.”3 Public protests against social and 
racial injustice are older still. However, every police killing of a person 
of color is a reminder that these structural problems need far more 
attention. The Covid-19 pandemic, the ensuing economic dislocation, 
and the strength of right-wing populism worldwide make the unsustain-
ability of current social ecology trends ever clearer.

Societies worldwide are stuck in terms of addressing most of these 
problems. Elections come and go, but the quantity of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) humanity pours into the atmosphere continues to grow almost 
every year.4 Income inequality has continued to worsen in most nations.5 
The planet continues to lose up to one hundred thousand species annu-
ally because of human actions.6 Plastics and toxics continue to spread 
through ecosystems. Oceans are increasingly polluted, coral reefs are 
bleaching, and seawater has absorbed so much carbon dioxide that it is 
becoming more acidic,7 a trend that undermines marine food chains. 
Yet societies continue to operate as though the world will survive with 
minor policy changes instead of dramatic action.

Most worrisome, current societies seem unable to respond to the 
challenge. In particular, the constellation of political beliefs known as 
neoliberalism has hindered progress for some forty years now. This 
mindset asserts that the public sector (government) should be kept as 
small as possible, that voluntary action by the private sector and indi-
viduals can deal with collective problems, and that free markets exist 
and are the best way to allocate resources. Equally important, neoliber-
alism denies the centrality of power struggles based on class, race, and 
gender within societies and the ways that powerful interests warp social, 
political, and economic institutions and beliefs for their own benefit. It 
denies the deep historical roots of injustice and the need to proactively 
address them. It denies the need for a strong public sector to meet com-
mon needs. The neoliberal mindset has prevented effective social change 
and continues to blind many if not most of the world’s leaders. The 
situation is increasingly dire.

Already the alarm bells are going off in response to current crises. In 
his book Falter, Bill McKibben argues that given global warming 
and other challenges, “The human experiment is now in question.”8 
Luckily, people around the world are beginning to mobilize in response. 
Young people like Greta Thunberg and millions of others around  
the world are demanding action on the climate emergency. The slogan 
“I Can’t Breathe” and the Black Lives Matter movement symbolize 
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widespread desire to exorcise the legacies of colonialism, slavery, and 
systematic racism from our institutions and political structures. In 
2020, millions of Americans waited in long, socially distanced lines 
risking their lives at the polls to support democracy. A collective process 
of rethinking and reimagining societies has begun.

Neoliberalism is facing increased criticism worldwide, but it is not 
yet clear what will take its place. Authoritarian populism is one possi-
bility, represented in recent years by leaders such as Donald Trump in 
the US, Boris Johnson in the UK, Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil, Recep 
Erdogan in Turkey, Viktor Orbán in Hungary, Rodrigo Duterte in the 
Philippines, and Narendra Modi in India, as well as more traditional 
authoritarians such as Vladimir Putin in Russia and Xi Jinping in China. 
The even stronger merger of business, military, and political interests 
known as fascism is a possibility as well. These approaches threaten 
basic human rights and democratic principles as well as the health of 
planetary ecosystems. Positive alternatives are much needed. We see 
planning for sustainable cities as a critical part of an alternative politics 
that can bring about a more just and sustainable world.

• • •

The term sustainable development refers to efforts to ensure long-term 
human and ecological welfare. Ever since 1972 the discourse around it has 
served as a leading way to conceptualize progressive social change. Three 
main themes within this discourse are the need to think long term, the 
need to think holistically and intersectionally about both problems and 
solutions, and the need to be proactive so as to solve these challenges.

Some argue that sustainable development is an oxymoron, equating 
“development” with destructive, overly consumptive ways of living. 
Others view the term as static, connoting some impossibly idealized 
steady state of society. However, in our view sustainability does not 
mean either continuing the status quo or aiming at a static utopia. 
Rather, it connotes a process of continually and actively moving in 
directions that promote ecological health, social equity, quality of life, 
cooperation, and compassion.

The urban sustainability agenda has evolved greatly since the plan-
ning and design professions began to embrace this concept in the 1990s. 
Planning for the climate crisis has become vastly more urgent, and new 
emphases on urban food systems, safe and affordable water, structural 
racism, public health, and reforming capitalism and democracy have 
emerged (see figure 1). Although the sustainability concept is often  
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co-opted to refer exclusively to environmental dimensions of change, 
any meaningful discussion of it must include goals of social and racial 
equity and economic transformation, both within industrialized coun-
tries and between the Global South and the Global North. Sustainabil-
ity discussions must also address the structural barriers and injustices 
that to date have prevented the necessary level of action.

For each sustainable community challenge there is, of course, no per-
fect solution. But in many cases, cities somewhere in the world have 
pioneered strategies that can make a difference. We seek to outline these 
approaches in each chapter, with the hope that political discourse can 
be widened to more fully consider them. Best strategies for any given 
community or society will depend on the context and may mix together 
multiple approaches that have been tried elsewhere. But the first step  
is usually to acknowledge the need for change and then to identify  
possible solutions—in other words, to reimagine.
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figure 1. Sustainable city discussions have evolved greatly over the past forty-plus years. Recent 
movements emphasize climate action planning, environmental justice, urban food systems, public 
health, economic degrowth, and structural racism. The need for structural change in societies has 
become ever more apparent. (S. Wheeler.)
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Any sustainability challenge can be investigated from multiple angles. 
For example, some may feel that the root cause of a problem such as 
global warming is capitalism (a large-scale economic system). However, 
others might argue that socialist countries have had high GHG emissions 
too. Still others could assert that global warming is caused by deficient 
government institutions (poorly functioning democracy, bad laws, and/
or weak enforcement) or misplaced market incentives (too low a price on 
carbon). Further observers might argue that the root problem is one of 
values, ethics, structural racism, and/or a lack of moral responsibility.

In this way every sustainability problem can be seen to have multiple 
roots, and multiple strategies are needed to address it. Global warming 
(or the climate emergency), for example, will likely require strong regu-
latory and market strategies and fundamental revisions to capitalism 
and changes in values and lifestyles and improvements in democracy so 
that better societal decision-making can come about. These represent 
strategic intersectional changes throughout the social ecology.

On the bright side, humanity has in fact made progress on some sus-
tainability issues. Many societies have cleaned up air and water, 
improved their energy efficiency, and instituted modest levels of resource 
recycling. Hunger has fallen worldwide,9 and global population looks 
on track to stabilize this century, albeit at a very high level (close to 
eleven billion people).10 Many countries do better at protecting the 
rights of women, the differently abled, LGBTQ individuals, and people 
of color than they did in 1970. However, lots more remains to be done, 
and with rapid population growth, the climate emergency, and techno-
logical development the list of challenges keeps expanding.

It is particularly encouraging that in 2015 the world’s nations acting 
under United Nations auspices endorsed seventeen Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals (SDGs) for the year 2030. These goals establish an excel-
lent road map for sustainability. They include eliminating poverty and 
hunger (SDGs 1 and 2), providing quality primary and secondary edu-
cation and early childhood development for all (SDG 4), achieving full 
equality for women and girls (SDG 5), reducing inequalities (SDG 10), 
and taking action on climate (SDG 14).11 Many SDGs could be refined 
and expanded, but the SDGs show that as a species we have increasing 
agreement on what needs to be done. Now we have to act.

World leaders agreed to an even more specific Urban Development 
Agenda in 2016.12 This sets forth a vision of “just, safe, healthy, acces-
sible, affordable, resilient and sustainable cities and human settlements.” 
It also articulates a human right to adequate housing and specific goals 
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of civic engagement; safe, inclusive, accessible, and green public spaces; 
an embrace of diversity; strengthened social cohesion; resource-efficient 
economies; and decent work for all (see figure 2). Although these UN 
formulations are far from perfect, humanity now has agreed on some 
common goals for sustainable societies and sustainable cities.

• • •

In this book, our theoretical approach is that of social ecology. This  
perspective analyzes how strategic, interrelated changes on many  
dimensions—institutions, economics, politics, values, behaviors, technol-
ogies, and cognition—can help societies evolve in healthier and more just 
directions.13 The concept has roots in nineteenth-century thinkers includ-
ing Darwin, Marx, and Spencer,14 and it continues through the Chicago 
School of urban sociology beginning in the 1910s, the work of anarchist 
social philosopher Murray Bookchin in the 1960s and 1970s, and more 
recent writers including Meadows, Stewart Brand, Richard Norgaard, 
and Elinor Ostrom.15 It also draws on perspectives from Buddhism (which 
strongly emphasizes holistic awareness) and many other religious and 
indigenous traditions worldwide that connect humanity with nature and 
develop frameworks of ethical responsibility.16 Social ecology is the natu-
ral extension of holistic, systems-oriented thinking, integral to ecological 

figure 2. Adopted in 2015 for the year 2030, the UN Sustainable Development Goals establish a 
strong, holistic foundation for thinking about sustainable societies. Activists and organizations 
worldwide are working on ways to implement them. (UN News, “Sustainable Development Goals 
Kick Off with Start of New Year,” December 30, 2015, www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment 
/blog/2015/12/sustainable-development-goals-kick-off-with-start-of-new-year/.)
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science and many of the world’s wisdom traditions. These days the social 
ecology challenge very much includes rethinking democracy, which, to 
put it mildly, is not functioning well in many parts of the world. Societies 
need to take collective responsibility and decision-making to the next 
level and rethink social, political, and economic systems so that all people 
can exist long term on a small and changing planet.

The social ecology worldview is quite different from the dominant 
twentieth-century mindset of modernity, which emphasized reduction-
istic, linear thinking, and specialization of knowledge. Modernity 
placed great faith in quantitative research and technological solutions at 
the expense of more qualitative analyses of power, cognition, and values 
within societies. Highly specialized disciplines emerged in both aca-
demic and professional worlds with their own associations, confer-
ences, journals, and textbooks. People operated in silos. Scientists 
developed knowledge but didn’t necessarily link it to action, situate it in 
historical context, or question the assumptions that underpinned it. 
Governmental and academic departments focused on pieces of the puz-
zle but not systems as a whole. Attempts at being interdisciplinary often 
meant that people briefly emerged from their disciplinary silos but then 
soon returned to them. It is increasingly clear that this BAU approach 
will not help address many of the toughest sustainability challenges.

The dominant worldview of industrial societies is slowly changing. 
People everywhere are learning to think more holistically.17 They are 
also learning to incorporate diverse viewpoints that are more repre-
sentative of the world’s diverse population. Words like intersectionality 
are popular these days among those trying to analyze complex situa-
tions from multiple points of view. Increasingly people are being not 
just interdisciplinary but transdisciplinary—focusing their work on big-
picture challenges such as global warming (or weirding), healthy food 
systems, and environmental justice and collaborating across disciplines 
and scales to get things done. This type of thinking can be messy and 
difficult. It may require us to question our own biases, positionality, and 
blind spots. However, it is essential in order to understand problems, 
reimagine our communities, and identify equitable paths forward.

Thinking holistically about social ecologies means not just thinking 
across disciplines but thinking across scales. Big-picture changes at 
national or global levels can help address problems, but local and 
regional action is essential as well. Bumper stickers in the 1970s used to 
tell people to “think globally and act locally.” But the need is to think 
at multiple scales and act at whatever scales we can, from our personal 
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homes and lifestyle choices to the larger systems encountered in our 
professional and community lives.

We focus in this book on the underlying structural problems and 
social ecology solutions that are most important for moving toward sus-
tainable and equitable communities. New technologies are useful but not 
enough. Electric cars, for example, are an important way to help reduce 
GHG emissions. However, these vehicles will be part of a carbon-neutral 
future only if the electricity they use is generated renewably, embodied 
emissions in the vehicles themselves are minimized, and the vehicles are 
affordable to a broad and diverse range of people. Moreover, heavy use 
of motor vehicles even if electric will still aggravate urban sustainability 
problems such as traffic congestion, pedestrian safety, suburban sprawl, 
and the cost of maintaining far-flung infrastructure. So at best this tech-
nology is only a partial solution. Reducing our dependency on private 
motor vehicles of any type is essential as well. This requires further 
changes in lifestyle, economics, infrastructure, and urban design.

Indeed, an excessive focus on technology often distracts people from 
much-needed changes in institutions, values, behaviors, investments, and 
worldviews. Societies have had most of the knowledge and technology 
needed for sustainability for generations. Most cities were far more sus-
tainable seventy or one hundred years ago when their residents walked 
or rode streetcars rather than driving, returned glass bottles to be washed 
and reused, ate food coming from farms just outside the city, and bought 
virtually nothing made of plastic. This is not to propose a return to the 
socially unjust world of 1900 or 1950, with its racism, sexism, and 
homophobia, but to point out that technology by itself does not solve 
problems and can often lead to new problems if we do not think inter-
sectionally. The fundamental obstacles to sustainability are political, 
institutional, economic, social, and behavioral rather than technical.

In particular, decision makers the world over have not focused 
enough on social equity and racial justice as a critical part of social ecol-
ogy solutions. Poor people have the least power within most societies. 
They are unseen, unheard, and often mistreated and oppressed by 
industry, government, and elites. People of color and immigrants are 
particularly marginalized and exploited. Green, beautiful neighbor-
hoods where only wealthy, white citizens live are not sustainable. Nei-
ther are urban regions in which some neighborhoods are poor and dis-
invested while others have good schools, clean air, and safe drinking 
water. Finally, it is wrong for some parts of the world to be underdevel-
oped, with billions of people living without sanitation, housing, food, 
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health care, and basic human rights, while in other parts people over-
consume, pollute, and are responsible for large quantities of GHGs. All 
of us need to work together to undo these inequalities.

• • •

We focus on cities because the world is increasingly urban. In 1950 only 
30 percent of the world’s population lived in urban areas. By 2000 this 
figure had grown to 47 percent, in 2020 it was 56 percent, and by 2050 
the city-dwelling proportion of humanity is expected to reach 68 per-
cent.18 Like it or not, our species is urbanizing. Making relatively dense, 
human-created places sustainable is one of the twenty-first century’s 
foremost challenges and opportunities.

However, in “cities,” we include suburbs, exurbs, and entire metro-
politan regions, since these are interconnected. Regional coordination 
between these types and scales of communities is essential to address sus-
tainability problems. Since such coordination has not happened in many 
parts of the world to date, higher levels of government will often need to 
step in to make it happen by providing a policy environment and the fund-
ing that supports local creativity and is conducive to leveraging coopera-
tion across municipalities. We will return to this theme in later chapters.

Given the risk of pandemics like Covid-19, there has been a recent 
rethinking of the role of cities. A world where social distancing is neces-
sary at times brings public transportation and crowded public spaces into 
question. Some argue that the threat of pandemics means the end of cities. 
Newspapers have run stories about urbanites retreating to the suburbs or 
the country. However, such threats are also an opportunity to imagine 
better cities. Rather than abandoning the urban experiment, we argue that 
Covid-19, the movement for racial and social justice, and the climate crisis 
all should bring cities to the forefront of public attention. This is an oppor-
tunity to create cities that are resilient to such challenges, while continuing 
to make the most of inherent urban advantages of reducing everyone’s 
ecological footprint and promoting culture and diversity.

Cities need to take sustainability action quickly, since problems are 
often most severe within their bounds. According to C40 Cities, a con-
sortium of municipalities working to meet the Paris Accord climate 
change goals, 70 percent of large urban regions have already felt the 
impacts of climate change, and 90 percent are coastal and thus extremely 
vulnerable to sea-level rise, more intense storms, and other climate-
related dislocations.19 Think about that: 90 percent. Urban areas also 
produce 70 percent of GHG emissions, so the process of moving to  


